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Image Steganography based Cryptography 
Jemima Dias, Dr. Ajit Danti 

Abstract— The privacy and security of data is of utmost importance to individuals whose critical data can be leaked out and used for illegal 

purposes. The data needs to be secure and precautions needs to be taken whenever it gets transmitted from one place to another. In the 

preceding years, chaotic systems are erratic but definite in nature. The data encrypted using this system is so sensitive, that, changes in 

one of the coordinate positions leads to data being encrypted in other coordinate positions.  So the proposed paper involves an image 

encryption algorithm, it uses a secret key from Lorenz chaotic system. It’s a network consisting of weights with which the Y channel of the 

plain image is XORed with and the cipher image will be formed. These weights are unique and are non-identical to each other. The results 

have proved that the decrypted plain image has a similarity index of 0.96 to the original plain image. 

Index Terms— Chaotic map, Cryptography, Image encryption, Lorenz chaotic system 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION

 technique to convert the digital form of image and im-
plement a few calculations, and to obtain an image that is 
emphasized or to obtain interesting information, is called 

as image processing. It is a signal distribution where the input 
is a video frame, image or picture and output might be an im-
age or features related to that image. So, the image processing 
system consists of dealing two-dimensional images while ap-
plying signal processing techniques to them. Digital Pro-
cessing techniques aids in the exploitation of digital images by 
utilizing computers. Since the unprocessed data from imaging 
sensors present in satellite platform includes lots of defects, to 
prevent such faults and to obtain ingenuity of information, 
various phases of processing needs to be done. Cryptography, 
safeguards data and communications via code utilization so 
that the information aimed to receive by people expected to 
read and process it. In computer science, cryptography implies 
to shield information and transmission approaches acquired 
from mathematical concepts and a collection of rule-based 
computations called algorithms to alter messages using differ-
ent approaches that are difficult to decipher.  These determin-
istic algorithms are utilized for cryptographic key generation 
and digital signing and authentication to protect data privacy, 
web browsing on the internet and classified transmissions 
such as credit card transactions and email. 

A cryptographic system needs to have the following prop-
erties. 1) Confidentiality: the information cannot be compre-
hended by anyone for whom it was unexpected. 2) Integri-
ty: the information cannot be modified in cache or transit be-
tween sender and expected receiver without the modification 
being identified.         

2) Integrity: the information cannot be modified in cache or
transit between sender and expected receiver without the 
modification being identified. 3) Non-repudiation: the sender 
of the information cannot contradict at a later phase his or her 
intentions in the transferral of the information. 4) Authentica-
tion: the sender and receiver can verify the identity of each 
other and the source/destination of the information. Cryp-
tosystems are regularly thought to imply to mathematical 
strategies and PC programs; be that as it may, they likewise 
incorporate the guideline of human conduct, for example, 
picking hard-to-figure passwords, logging off unused frame-
works, and not talking about delicate methods with intruders. 
So combining both the domains, steganography is formed. 
Steganography, a method of concealing confidential data in-
side a simple message or file so that the confidential infor-
mation can prevent detection; the concealment of secret data 
and then obtained at its destination. Steganography can be 
incorporated with encryption as an additional step for hiding 
or protecting data. Steganography is utilized to cover practi-
cally any sort of advanced information, even including text, 
picture, video or sound information; the confidential infor-
mation can be covered up within some other kind of comput-
erized information. The substance to be hidden is first fre-
quently encoded and then fused into the harmless appearing 
spread content record or information stream. If not encoded, 
the hidden content is ordinarily prepared somehow or another 
so as to build the trouble of identifying the confidential con-
tent.  

2 RELATED WORKS 

Owing to the hypersensitivity to prerequisites and input  vari-
ables, chaotic maps have been an appealing reason for crypto-
graphic applications for several years, creating pseudorandom 
and unreliable performance (Wu, Xiaolin, et al 2017). With the 
help of Colpitts system and the Duffing chaotic system, they 
can produce a 2D chaotic map where the dimensions of the 
map can be the same as the input image. Each pixel of the in-
put image is traced against the chaotic map and iterated as 
many times as possible (Abanda, Yannick, et al 2016). Chaotic 
maps are executed as a combination of complex permutations 
and substitutions to achieve an efficient security technique. 

A 
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Using numerous Logistic maps as a foundation, the first map 
acts as a permuting scheme and the second map, as a substitu-
tion scheme. The prior is used to permute the arrangement of 
pixels and the latter is used to substitute pixel values present 
in the image (Yavuz, Erdem, et al 2016). The Hyper-chaotic 
system developed by Chen, contains phase-truncated short-
time Fractional Fourier transform combined along with the 
encryption unit that uses permutation based on waves and 
puzzling substitution (Yu, Sha-Sha, et al 2020). Using 2 chaotic 
maps, a combination of Tent map, Sine map and Logistic map 
and Walsh-Hadamard transform with compressive sensing, 
the image is encrypted. The image uses a pseudorandom se-
quence to permute itself and DNA sequence operations to 
substitute itself (Gong, Lihua, et al 2019). Arnold cat map, a 
cryptic iterative permutation method with 2 secret keys is 
permuted and substituted for the image pixels using duffing 
equations with corresponding keys (Boutros, Andrew, et al 
2017). The Y component of the image, is scrambled using toral 
automorphism found in integer wavelet transform and with 
the help of quantum chaotic map, the features are mixed thor-
oughly and a key is generated for substitution for the pixels 
(El-Latif, Ahmed A. Abd, et al 2013). The 2D Spatiotemporal 
chaotic system blends linear and non-linear chaotic map lattic-
es and it permutes the pixels at their binary values (He, Yi et al 
2018). The hyperchaotic map proposed in this paper, is de-
rived from a complex curve which is proven by using the bi-
furcation diagram, attractor’s correlation dimension, Lyapun-
ov exponents . Based on the map, in the diffusion process, the 
plain text image pixels are jumbled and at the confusion pro-
cess, the pixels are adjusted according to the XOR scheme 
(Boriga, Radu, et al 2014). ARX model uses 3 operations, addi-
tion, XOR, and rotation on the chaotic sequences for the confu-
sion and diffusion process. To generate these sequences, the 
author uses two logistic maps (Choi, Jongseok, et al 2016). The 
author proposes a method which is a combination of six Ber-
noulli shift maps and one six dimensional Arnold map. This 
hybrid map utilises two-way diffusion process to generate two 
gray values sequences (Ye, Ruisong, et al 2013). Two maps, 
logistic map and Piecewise Linear map along with DNA oper-
ations consist of the encryption method mentioned in this pa-
per. The latter map generates a chaotic image, the prior map 
encodes the chaotic image with the plain text image using a 
logistic map containing DNA rules (Wang, Xingyuan, et al 
2017). The basis of image steganography, the technique of 
most significant bits of image pixels is introduced. Bit No. 
(Number) 5 is used to store the confidential content. The bit 
no. 5 value is changed when the difference of bit No. 6 and 5 is 
varied from confidential data bit. The result assures definite 
improvements in signal to noise ratio using the proposed 
method (Ammad Ul Islam, et al 2016). With the aid of an un-
disclosed key, the confidential information is encrypted and 
then inserted into the LSB of the cover image. Security is in-
creased using visual cryptography. To make the discovery of 
the confidential message difficult, the altering of the pixel 
place of stego image is done. Using visual cryptography, the 
visual data is encrypted (Seema Chavan, et al 2018). Using 
digital encryption, the message is securely transferred. To sur-
pass the issue of information security, affine transformation 

technique aids in the prevention cybercrimes (Harsh Mathur, 
et al 2018). In fiber optics, using light beams the data is trans-
mitted. Light beams reduce leakage of data. For secure trans-
mission of data, the data is first encrypted using an image and 
after that sent to the destination through the optic fiber in the 
form of light beams (Amanpreet Kaur, et al 2017). Several cha-
otic maps meticulously mixes optimal properties for 2D imag-
es such as using Lorenz chaotic system (Thoms, Graham, et al 
2019). This paper is based on the Lorenz system since it’s pa-
rameters are very sensitive that changing one of the parame-
ters changes the position of the plot and none of the plots are 
identical to each other. Forming a chain network, which will 
contain many layers and together permute the images to form 
an encryption algorithm which will make the cipher images 
exceptionally secure and hypersensitive in nature. 

3 SECTIONS

Chaotic systems are unpredictable but deterministic in behav-
iour. They are very hypersensitive in nature due to the initial 
conditions such that the exact positions are highly unpredicta-
ble. So the systems that are most suitable for encryption and 
decryption of images are chaotic systems since they are highly 
unpredictable, random and sensitive to initial conditions (The-
in, Nilar, et al 2017). The Lorenz system is a set of ordinary 
differential equations which combine to display a point in a 3 
dimensional graph using parameters α, ρ, and β. The Lorenz 
equation is given in (1), 

𝑑𝑥/𝑑𝑡 = 𝛼(𝑦 − 𝑥) 
𝑑𝑦/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑥(𝜌 − 𝑧)  − 𝑦 
𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑥y – βz            (1) 

It is extremely sensitive to initial coordinate positions, serving 
unpredictable yet bounded behavior (Sprott, Julien Clinton, et 
al 2003).  

Fig. 1. The Lorenz attractor with coordinate positions as [18.69, 
25.27, 65.05] 
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The method is as follows: 

6.1 Encryption Algorithm 

1) Select a Cover Image and a Secret image and combine both
their respective grey-scale images to produce a Stego plain 
text image 

2) Select a secret key; a, b, c, hkey. The first three parameters
of the secret key belong to Lorenz system and the hkey is pro-
portional to size of part K.  

3) Create weights w of the size N2 where N is the length of
the part K. 

4) Then XOR the hkey with the first row of the w, and follow-
ing each row XOR with each row above it. 

5) Repeat steps (3-4) for as many number of weights, Q, one
needs to be present in the network ChainNET 

6) Apply permutation on the Stego plain text image from step
(1) for 10 times and divide the newly formed image into K 
parts. Supply each part K to ChainNET from step (3). 

7) Repeat step (6) for 8 times to get Stego cipher text image

6.1 Decryption Algorithm 

1) Select the Stego Cipher text image.

2) Select a secret key; a, b, c, hkey. The first three parameters
of the secret key belong to Lorenz system and the hkey is pro-
portional to size of the part K.  

3) Create weights w of the size N2 where N is the length of
the part K.       

4) Then XOR the hkey with the first row of the w, and follow-
ing each row XOR with each row above it. 

5) Repeating steps (3-4) for as many number of weights, Q,
one needs to be present in the network ChainNET and pro-
duce the inverse of each weight w-1 

6) Using the Stego Cipher text image, divide it into K parts
and supply each part K to ChainNET from step (3). Obverse 
the permutation on the newly formed image for 10 times.  

7) Repeat step (6) for 8 times to get the original Stego Plain
text image again. 

8) Extract the Secret image from the decrypted Stego Plain
text image. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The encryption and decryption algorithm that can blend the 

secret data with the cover image and secret key is extremely 

sensitive, that a change in the parameters in itself will lead to 

changes of the secret image being encrypted in a different po-

sitions. A difference between the keys will provide a different 

encrypted images and only the specific key will be able to de-

crypt the output accurately. One should keep in mind that the 

key space needs to be large since the processing time required 

by the any third party attack will take some time till the actual 

secret key will be found. 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the image encryption and decryption method 

has been proposed where the secret image gets encrypted 

carefully into the cover image using the NET, based on using 

XOR operation between two images using the weights present 

within the network. The results have proved that the similari-

ty index between original image and the decrypted plain im-

age is about 0.96. For future work, one can try to use RGB im-

ages and even optimize the algorithm to get the decrypted 

image as similar to the original image. 
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